INTRODUCTION
Although there continues to be a lack of consensus regarding the function of the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), a common feature of many theories is the idea that the area implements control when predicted events do not occur (Holroyd and Coles, 2002; Behrens et al., 2007; Alexander and Brown, 2011; Silvetti et al., 2011; Shahnazian and Holroyd, 2017) . This view is motivated partly by the finding that a component of the event-related potential (ERP) putatively generated within the ACC robustly distinguishes between unexpected outcomes of positive and negative valence (Miltner et al., 1997; Holroyd and Krigolson, 2007; Sambrook and Goslin, 2015) . This ERP component has been variously termed the error-related negativity, the reward positivity, or the feedback-related negativity (FN) (Holroyd and Coles, 2002; Walsh and Anderson, 2012; Holroyd and Umemoto, 2016) . Theorists have emphasized the importance of the FN for adaptive decision-making and for motivating the execution of complex goal-directed action sequences (Holroyd and Coles, 2002; Alexander and Brown, 2011; Holroyd and Yeung, 2012; Walsh and Anderson, 2012; Holroyd and Umemoto, 2016) . Conversely, dysfunction of the FN may contribute to diverse forms of psychopathology (Weinberg et al., 2015; Holroyd and Umemoto, 2016) .
Despite the importance of the FN to normal and pathological functions, fundamental details about its neural genesis are lacking. Various theoretical accounts have emphasized that the FN likely involves independent representations of expected and actual outcomes (Holroyd and Coles, 2002; Alexander and Brown, 2011; Cavanagh and Frank, 2014) and both types of representations can be found in ACC. Specifically, ACC neurons represent the expected magnitude or the probability of a forthcoming reward during the cue period on trial-and-error learning tasks (Kennerley et al., 2011) as well as the likelihood of making a forthcoming error during the delay period of a working memory task (Hyman et al., 2013) . ACC neurons also respond during outcomes and exhibit prediction error-like responses when an unexpected outcome is experienced due to a behavioral error (Amiez et al., 2005; Bryden et al., 2011; Matsumoto et al., 2007) or because the information necessary to make a prediction is withheld or occluded (Hayden et al., 2011; Seo and Lee, 2007; Bryden et al., 2011) . Another interesting feature of ACC neurons is the way information about past outcomes is represented. Specifically, the recent history of both reward (Seo and Lee, 2007; Bernacchia et al., 2011; Kawai et al., 2015) and errors (Narayanan and Laubach, 2008; Bekolay et al., 2014; Laubach et al., 2015; Kawai et al., 2015) alters the firing of ACC neurons on protracted timescales that is maintained even across trials. This latent representation of outcome history may be a central aspect of ACC function and could explain why lesions here disrupt the ability to use information about past outcomes to guide goal-directed behaviors (Shima and Tanji, 1998; Williams et al., 2004; Kennerley et al., 2006; Holroyd and McClure, 2015) . Although the signals encoded by ACC neurons described above have largely been studied independently, the way they interact may prove critical. It could be that the representation of past outcomes allows ACC neurons to generate expectations that, when violated, create the prediction error signals that ultimately underlie the FN.
To investigate these possibilities, we developed a rodent version of a probabilistic selection task that elicits a robust FN in human subjects (Holroyd et al., 2009 ). On each trial of this task, subjects are forced to choose among different options that have either a high or a low payout probability. The FN is evoked when the stimulus-based predictions are violated at the time of feedback. The rodent version of this task involves three nosepoke (NP) ports that pay out at a probability of 75%, 50%, or 25%. When outcomes occur that are incongruent with the port's payout probability, a field potential is evoked at depth within the ACC that has properties consistent with the FN recorded from humans (Warren et al., 2015) .
In the present study, recording data captured by multiple tetrodes implanted in the rodent ACC revealed that the activity state emerging throughout a trial was highly correlated with the activity states associated with either the positive or negative outcomes. The state that emerged on the current trial was dependent on which type of outcome was most prevalent on recent trials. This history-dependent representation of expected outcomes persisted until the actual feedback scent was delivered, at which point the ensembles shifted from representing the expected to the actual outcome on incongruent trials. This shift occurred at the same point in the trial as an FN-like response in the local field potential (Warren et al., 2015) . These results suggest that ACC neurons encode expected outcomes as a latent state representation of actual outcomes and that the interaction between expected and actual outcome representations on incongruent trials evokes a shift in ensemble dynamics that may underlie the FN.
RESULTS

Behavior
The experimental apparatus is shown in Figure 1A . On each trial, the rat performed an NP at the port cued by a light and maintained the NP (1 s) until one of two scents was presented, which indicated whether that trial would be rewarded (R) or not rewarded (NR) 1 s later. The R and NR scents were 100% predictive and were delivered to all ports regardless of which port was cued. A second puff of non-scented air was delivered to all ports 3 s after NP withdrawal, ensuring that no port became associated with a particular odor. One port started at a 75% payout probability and switched to a 25% payout probability (the 75/ 25 port), another port remained at 50% throughout (the 50/50 port), and the third port started at a 25% payout probability and switched to a 75% payout probability (the 25/75 port). The point at which the port payout probabilities changed was termed the experimenter-defined switch point (ESP). The following behavioral analyses were performed to demonstrate that the rats were aware that these changes had occurred.
The first analysis was based on the assumption that if a rat understood the port payout probabilities, then it would be more likely to check a port when it paid out at a high probability versus a low probability. To investigate if this was the case, we analyzed the number of unsolicited ''checking'' responses (i.e., NPs at a port where the cue light was not illuminated) at each port that occurred during steady-state performance (i.e., the final 20 trials before the ESP and the final 20 trials of the session). A two-factor (port/trial block) ANOVA compared the average number of checking responses across all subjects and revealed that it was indeed less likely for the rats to check any port with a 25% payout probability regardless of its physical location, both pre-(solid bars) and post-ESP (striped bars) (F(2,95) = 38.32; p = 9.15eÀ13; Figure 2A ). Post hoc analysis revealed that this relationship held true for both the 75/25 port (Fisher's LSD post hoc; p < 0.001) and the 25/75 port (Fisher's LSD post hoc; p < 0.001). In contrast, sampling of the 50/50 port did not vary throughout the session (Fisher's LSD post hoc; p > 0.05; Figure 2A ).
Next we investigated whether the animals were aware that the two scents had different motivational values. The NP periods were parsed into a series of 25 ms time bins and if the animal was within the port in a given bin, that bin was assigned a value of 1; otherwise, it was assigned a value of 0. This procedure yielded a binary vector that captured NP behavior on each trial. For this analysis, data from all three ports were combined, as only the differences between the R and NR scent responses (A) Schematic of the behavioral apparatus and task sequence. The schematic represents the initial port payout probabilities, which were initially set to 25% at the 25/75 port and 75% at the 75/25 port. The payout probabilities for the 25/75 and 75/25 ports were then switched at the experimenter-defined switch point of the session. A trial at the 50/50 port is depicted in the top panel. The bottom panel illustrates the four main stages of a trial: cue light on, NP, feedback scent delivery, and either reward delivery or no reward. The average time from cue light on to NP was 6.9 ± 0.31 s across all ports and animals. (B) Animals were implanted with 16 tetrodes aimed bilaterally at the ACC. The tracks end at the approximate electrode tip locations denoted by the arrowheads.
were relevant. We observed that the NP was maintained during both R and NR trials until the feedback scent was delivered, at which point the rats withdrew more quickly in response to the NR scent than to the R scent ( Figure 2B ). A running F-statistic revealed that significant differences in withdrawal times in response to the two scents first appeared 500-525 ms after scent onset and grew larger thereafter ( Figure 2C) . Thus, the animals behaved in accordance with the motivational valence of the two scents.
Finally, it was important to demonstrate that the rat's knowledge about port outcome probability influenced its reactions to the feedback scents. Based on the psychophysical principle that expectation directly influences reaction times (Titchener, 1895) , we assumed that if the animals understood port payout probabilities, then they should withdraw more quickly in response to the NR scent if it was delivered at a port with a low payout probability because this would be an expected outcome. The converse should be true when the port paid out at a high probability. An ANOVA confirmed that withdrawal times following the NR scent were indeed significantly shorter when the payout probability was at 25% versus 50% or 75%, regardless of the physical port location (F(2,93) = 4.059; p < 0.05; Figure 2D ). These differences in withdrawal times to the NR scent suggested that the rats indeed anticipated different outcomes at each port.
Given these results, we reasoned that differences in withdrawal times to the NR scent could provide a proxy measure of the rat's expectations about port payout probability. Based on this rationale, we examined how this measure of the rat's expectations changed relative to the ESP across sessions. For this analysis, the withdrawal times to the NR scent at each port were first Z scored and then plotted as a cumulative sum to better reveal potential change points. In the session shown in Figure 2E , the slope of the cumulative sum of withdrawal times was initially negative at the 25/75 port (gray dots), indicating that the rat tended to withdraw relatively quickly in response to the NR scent (A) Distribution of unsolicited NPs by port. Unsolicited NPs were entries into a port whose cue light was not illuminated. There were fewer unsolicited NPs at the 25/75 port when it paid out at 25% prior to the ESP (solid black bar) than when it paid out at 75% (black stripped bar) after the ESP (p < 0.001). The reverse was observed at the 75/25 port, as there were more unsolicited NPs when it paid out at 75% prior to the ESP (solid light gray bar) than when it paid out at 25% (light gray striped bar) after the ESP (p < 0.001). The proportion of unsolicited responses at the 50/50 port did not change before (solid dark gray bar) versus after (dark gray striped bar) the ESP (p > 0.05). (B) Each feedback scent (FS) was associated with a different mean withdrawal response latency. The y axis indicates the mean NP probability, while the x axis indicates time relative to feedback scent onset. Rewarded (R, black) and non-rewarded (NR, gray) trials are plotted separately. Note that the two lines overlap until the feedback scent was delivered. Soon after scent onset, subjects withdrew from the port on NR trials, whereas on R trials the reward pellet was dropped directly into the port. (C) Withdrawal latency differences between R and NR trials. A running F-statistic compared mean NP probabilities across groups of R and NR trials across sessions. Withdrawal behavior did not significantly differ on R and NR trials until $500-525 ms after scent onset. (D) Mean withdrawal times on NR trials. For this analysis, trials were grouped based on payout probability, not by port designation. Withdrawal times on NR trials for each session were Z score normalized. Overall, there were significantly shorter withdrawal latencies when a port's payout probability was set to 25% as opposed to either 50% or 75% (p < 0.05). This suggested that the rats anticipated the NR feedback scent whenever a port paid out at 25% and thus were quicker to withdraw from the port. (E) Example session showing BSP detection. The y axis indicates the cumulative sum of the normalized withdrawal times for the 25/75 port (gray) and the 75/25 port (black), while the x axis indicates the total number of NR trials at these ports. The dashed magenta and cyan lines indicate the ESP and the BSP, respectively. In this session, the BSP was detected five NR trials after the ESP, and ten total trials after the ESP. (F) Count histograms of BSP times relative to the ESP. In 15/16 sessions, a BSP was detected within 30 trials of the ESP, and in about half of the sessions the BSP was within 10 trials of the ESP.
when that port paid out at 25%. The opposite was true of the 75/ 25 port (black dots), as the slope of the cumulative sum of withdrawal times was initially positive when the port paid out at 75%. However, these differences between the ports abruptly reversed after trial 35, as withdrawal times began to increase (i.e., a positive slope in the cumulative sum of Z scored withdrawal times) when the 25/75 port paid out at 75% and decrease (i.e., a negative slope in the cumulative sum of Z scored withdrawal times) when the 75/25 port paid out at 25%. We operationally defined the ''behavioral switch point'' (BSP) as the point where a local maxima in the cumulative sum of Z scored withdrawal times at the 75/25 port occurred within five trials of a local minimum at the 25/75 port. Comparing the two ports allowed us to disambiguate cases in which the withdrawal times at a single port underwent more than one transition during a session. The BSP therefore identified the time at which a global change in behavior occurred across the two reversal ports (note that all results outlined below were similar regardless of whether the BSP or the ESP was used to denote the switch point for each session). Figure 2F illustrates the distribution of BSPs relative to ESPs across trials; on average, the BSP occurred 11 trials after the actual ESP. The remaining analyses will largely focus on the two reversal ports (25/75 and 75/25 ports), since there was no clear BSP at the 50/50 port ( Figure 2A ).
Recording Data ACC Neuron Firing during the NP Depends on the Expected Outcome A total of 708 ACC neurons were recorded from 5 animals over 15 sessions. We were primarily interested in how neuronal dynamics varied relative to port outcome expectations. Because an expectation is an internalized representation of a future event, it is difficult to show clearly that a neuron encodes this information. To approach this issue empirically, we used the withdrawal times following the NR scent as a predictor variable in a generalized linear model (GLM) of single-neuron spike counts in the NP interval, prior to withdrawal. The two reversal ports were analyzed individually and the GLM returned significant results for 123/708 neurons on the 75/25 port and 127/708 neurons on the 25 /75 port (p < 0.05; Bonferroni corrected). Figures 3A-3C show the responses on NR trials of three example neurons detected by the GLM. In each case, changes in firing during the NP closely mirrored the changes in withdrawal times to the NR scent and a clear transition was visible near the time of the BSP (dashed cyan line). Note that the GLM approach identified cells with firing rates that were both positively or negatively (Figure 3C) correlated with withdrawal behavior ( Figures 3A-3E ). The remainder of the study will focus on the cohort of 250 neurons across 15 sessions identified by the GLM.
NP Activity Is Linearly Related to the Two Different Outcome States
The preceding analysis showed that the neuronal responses during the NP period changed in accordance with the rat's expectations about each port's payout probability, as derived independently from withdrawal times. This result suggests that the neurons anticipated a certain outcome while the animal performed the NP.
One way such an anticipation signal might manifest would be if a neuron's firing rate during the NP closely resembled firing associated with the outcomes, which in this case were signaled by the R or NR scents. This was indeed the case: spike counts during the NP were highly correlated with spike counts recorded during the NR feedback scent when a port paid out at a low probability and highly correlated with firing associated with the R feedback scent when a port paid out at a high probability (Figures 4A and 4B) . Importantly, this relationship was reversed in the two opposing correlations, as firing during the NP was negatively correlated with the R scent when a port paid out at a low probability and the NR scent when a port paid out at a high probability ( Figures 4C and 4D ). However, it is important to note that the responses to the R and NR scents themselves remained constant throughout the session and were unchanged before versus after the BSP (Figures 4E and 4F ). Thus, it was only the response to the NP that changed, which appeared to reflect the most commonly encountered outcome at a given port. Since the response appeared early in each trial and matched the response to the feedback scents, hereafter it will be referred to as the ''early feedback-like scent response'' (eFSR), while the response to the actual outcome feedback scents will be referred to as the FSR. Decoding Outcome States during Actions A support vector machine (SVM) classification approach was used to investigate the degree to which the eFSR dynamically tracked the actual outcomes delivered. The SVM classification was performed on a session-by-session basis in a multi-dimensional space where each axis represented the firing of each neuron detected by the GLM above. The training sets consisted of spike counts recorded during the 0.5 s periods at the beginning of the R versus NR feedback scents (i.e., the FSR). The test sets consisted of the 0.5 s period at the onset of an NP on each trial (i.e., the eFSR). If the point in the space representing the activity state of the ensemble during an NP fell on the R side of the trained hyperplane, the trial was classified as being in an ''R state'' and scored as 1, whereas it was classified as being in an ''NR state'' and scored as 0 if it fell on the opposite side of the fit hyperplane. The trials themselves were independently scored based on whether the R (1) versus NR (0) feedback scent was actually delivered. These two binary vectors were then smoothed using a four-trial running average and the coefficient of determination (R 2 ) between them was calculated. A high R 2 therefore indicated that the match between the eFSR and the R-or NR-FSRs depended upon the outcomes recently encountered at a port. As a control, empirical distributions for each ensemble were created by repeating the same SVM analysis multiple times but using randomly reassigned R and NR designations as the training sets. The R 2 values from the actual data were then compared with R 2 values obtained from the (A) Correlation between firing recorded during the NP and the R feedback scent when a port's payout probability was 75%.
(B) Correlation between firing recorded during the NP and the NR feedback scent when a port's payout probability was 25%.
(C) Correlation between firing recorded during the NP and the R feedback scent when a port's payout probability was 25%.
(D) Correlation between firing recorded during the NP and the NR feedback scent when a port's payout probability was 75%. Both plots in (A) and (B) revealed strong positive correlations between firing during the NP and firing during the likely outcome, and strong negative correlations between firing during the NP and firing during the unlikely outcome.
(E) The mean firing rates of the neurons to the R feedback scent at any port before (x axis) versus after (y axis) the BSP.
(F) The mean firing rates of the neurons to the NR feedback scent at any port before (x axis) versus after (y axis) the BSP.
bootstrap empirical distributions to determine significance (p < 0.05). Two SVM analyses were performed for each session, one for each of the two reversal ports. Ensembles consisted of only the GLM-identified neurons for each individual port (only eight cells were identified by the GLM for both ports; mean ensemble size/session = 16.67 ± 4.2 neurons). The R 2 between the ensemble SVM eFSR classifications and the actual outcomes was above the 95th percentile of the bootstrap distributions in 11 of the 15 sessions. We will therefore only consider the units derived from these 11 sessions in all subsequent analysis (152 total units). Figure 5A illustrates the running averages of outcomes and SVM posterior probabilities of the predicted eFSR states from different sessions. In each case, the eFSR classification The output from the SVM decoding analyses described in (A) was applied to trials grouped according to the number of consecutive R (blue) or NR (red) outcomes. As more consecutive R outcomes accrued, it became more likely that the SVM classified firing during the NP as resembling firing to the R feedback scent. An NR classification of NP firing on trials was more likely when a trial was preceded by more consecutive NR outcomes.
(C) Two single-neuron examples (left and right) illustrating how consecutive past outcomes impacted the eFSR. The overall average R-FSR and NR-FSR for the two neurons is shown in the top panel. The absolute height of these responses is also denoted by the dotted lines in the lower panels (blue, R-FSR; red, NR-FSR). The yellow highlighted box is the period of the eFSR and the solid lines indicate whether the previous trial(s) were either rewarded (blue) or not rewarded (red). The numbers in the upper left of each panel indicate the number of consecutive outcomes of a given type that preceded the current trial. Note that as the number of consecutive outcomes of a given type increases, there is a larger separation in the two eFSRs as they progressively come to more closely resemble the two FSRs. (D) The ensembles represented outcomes just prior to trial onset. The y axis indicates the absolute difference in mean SVM posterior probabilities for trials that were preceded by >3 consecutive R versus >3 consecutive NR outcomes. The x axis indicates time relative to the NP(s). Each solid color line corresponds to the individual sessions depicted in (A). The black line gives the mean difference of all statistically significant ensembles (p < 0.01). The yellow highlighted window corresponds to the NP period. A large absolute difference in SVM posterior probabilities means that the ensemble states more closely resembled the two outcome states depending on whether the trial was preceded by >3R versus >3NR outcomes.
(solid color lines) closely tracked the history of recent outcomes (gray dashed lines).
Because trials were interleaved across ports in these sessions, it was unclear whether the ensembles tracked prior outcomes generally or in a port-specific manner. To investigate this issue, the same SVM analysis was repeated, but this time FSRs recorded at one reversal port (training set) were used to classify eFSRs recorded at the other reversal port (test set). The binary vector of outcomes at the training set port was then tallied and the R 2 between the two vectors was calculated. In this case, statistical significance relative to the same empirical distributions was attained in 0/15 sessions. This indicated that the eFSR tracked past outcomes in a port-specific manner, a finding that is consistent with the single-unit analysis where only 1% of the total cells had expectancy-related changes in firing for both reversal ports.
Dynamic Updating of Expectancy Signals
From the foregoing analysis, it was unclear exactly how many past outcomes the neurons were tracking. To examine this issue, trials were grouped based upon the number of past consecutive outcomes of the same type. Hence, there were eight unique ''nback'' histories ranging from 1 to >3 consecutive R or NR trial outcomes (i.e., 1R, 2R, 3R, >3R, 1NR, 2NR, 3NR, and >3NR). Three or more consecutive R outcomes were of course very unlikely when a port's payout probability was set to 25%, while three or more consecutive NR outcomes were very unlikely when a port's payout probability was set to 75%. However, it was possible to construct histories with all eight possibilities at the same physical port since the port probabilities reversed after $30 trials. To determine how strongly the match between the eFSR and FSR was affected by outcome history, a single-factor ANOVA compared the average decoded SVM posterior probabilities during the NPs for each of the eight nback outcome histories. This analysis revealed a significant main effect of nback history (F(7,151) = 9.3; p < 0.001; Fig- ure 5B). Follow-up tests (LSD) revealed no significant difference between the 1R and 1NR groups (p = 0.73), but a significant difference between strings of two or more R versus NR outcomes (p < 0.001). Interestingly, the effect tended to plateau after only two outcomes of a given type, as can be seen in the lack of difference between the 2, 3, and >3 trial nback strings for both R and NR outcomes (p > 0.05; Figure 5B ). This indicated that eFSRs come to match FSRs based on only a few recent outcomes. The neurons shown in Figure 5C illustrate the basic phenomenon. Each neuron's average R-FSR and NR-FSR are shown in the top panel. In both cases, the eFSRs denoted by the yellow box came to more closely resemble FSRs as more prior outcomes of a given type began to accrue. Yet because the direction of the FSRs was opposite for the two neurons, the eFSRs moved in opposite directions. Furthermore, the right neuron exhibited history-dependent differentiation specifically during the NP period, whereas the left neuron exhibited history-dependent differentiation well prior to the NP. Thus, while prior history caused eFSRs to progressively resemble FSRs, the precise timing and the direction of change varied across the population.
The analysis above treated each port independently, but in reality the rats switched between the ports throughout a session. It was therefore of interest to determine when a port-specific eFSR appeared within a trial. To address this issue, we used the same SVM approach but classified not only the NP period but the 7 s that preceded it for trials that followed >3 consecutive R or NRs at a given port. To facilitate comparisons across trials and ports, a difference score was calculated for each session by subtracting the average SVM posterior probabilities for trials preceded by >3 Rs from trials preceded by >3 NRs. As shown in individual sessions and in the cross-session average (dashed black line), a large difference in posterior probabilities arose $2.5-3 s prior to NP entry ( Figure 5D ). The differentiation appeared earlier in some sessions (dark green line) and later in others (yellow-green line), yet in all cases, the difference in SVM posterior probabilities was >0.4 at the time of NP entry. Thus, the unique eFSR emerged even before the NP, likely when the rat was approaching the cued port. Expectation Error Signaling in ACC The eFSR states were so defined because they mirrored the FSRs. As such, they may be conceived of as a kind of neural ''expectation'' signal. It was therefore of interest to understand what happens when the actual outcome of a particular trial does not match the eFSR.
To investigate this issue, an SVM classifier was trained on datasets that included the outcome periods of all trials except those that were preceded by either >3Rs or >3NRs. By decoding over all time bins, we constructed a vector capturing SVM output throughout the entire trial and could thereby determine how feedback scent delivery affected the eFSR signal. Individual trials were parsed into four categories as follows: (1) R trials at that port when the last >3 trials were R, (2) R trials at that port when the last >3 trials were NR, (3) NR trials at that port when the last >3 trials were R, and (4) NR trials at that port when the last >3 trials were NR. Confirming our earlier results, ensemble eFSRs resembled R-FSRs (i.e., posterior probabilities closer to 1.0) on trials preceded by >3 straight R outcomes (gray lines; Figures 6A and 6B) and NR-FSRs (i.e., posterior probabilities closer to 0) on trials preceded by >3 straight NR (black lines; Figures 6A  and 6B) . Regardless of the eFSR, the ensembles entered the R state at the point when the R feedback scent (blue lines) was delivered and entered the NR state at the point when the NR feedback scent (red lines) was delivered ( Figures 6A and 6B) . Therefore, if the feedback scent on a trial was congruent with the previous history (e.g., an R after >3Rs), the ensemble remained the same state because eFSR matched the FSR, whereas if the feedback scent was incongruent with the eFSR, the ensemble quickly transitioned to the opposite FSR. Singleneuron examples illustrating this effect are shown in Figures  6C-6E .
DISCUSSION
Progress toward understanding ACC function has been impeded by its diverse response profile at the global and neuronal levels (Ebitz and Hayden, 2016) . However, macroelectrophysiological signals in rats (Warren et al., 2015) , monkeys (Wilson et al., 2016) , and humans (Sambrook and Goslin, 2015) indicate that the ACC responds in a consistent manner when predictions about forthcoming outcomes are violated. In the present study, we discovered important aspects of ACC neuronal activity in such situations.
Rats were trained on a rodent version of a task (Warren et al., 2015) that reliably elicits an FN in humans (Holroyd et al., 2009; HajiHosseini and Holroyd, 2015) . Port withdrawal times to the NR scent were used as a behavioral proxy measure of outcome expectation, and neurons whose firing rates during the NP varied with this behavioral measure were identified. These neurons were found to exhibit an eFSR, which was defined as firing activity early in the trial that mimicked the neuron's response to one of the two FSRs. The degree to which the eFSR mimicked the FSRs depended on the recent history of outcomes at a port. As a result, when the payout probabilities of the two reversal ports were switched after $30 trials, the eFSR closely tracked the consequent shifts in the outcome distributions. On average, only two to four consecutive outcomes of a given type were sufficient to transition the eFSR between R-and NR-FSRs (Figure 5B) . The dependence on such a relatively short number of trials may be a product of the probabilities utilized in this experiment, since there was only a 0.06 probability of an animal receiving two consecutive unexpected outcomes. Perhaps if the payout probabilities were more evenly distributed across ports, a longer trial dependency would be found. At the ensemble level, a single large and welldefined transition occurred after the switch in port reward contingencies (Figure 5 ), but this transition was more closely aligned with the behaviorally defined switch point, which occurred on average 11 trials after the experimentally defined switch point. Thus, the largest change in ensemble dynamics occurred when the rat realized that the port contingencies had shifted and altered its behavior accordingly. The tight coupling between ensemble-level dynamics and behavioral performance highlights the importance of these ensemble states to behavioral control processes thought to be mediated by the ACC (Holroyd and Yeung, 2012; Shenhav, Botvinick, and Cohen, 2013; Inzlicht et al., 2015) .
These findings complement previous work on reward signaling in the ACC. Seo and Lee (2007) reported that the background firing of a subset of ACC neurons was directly related to the linear combination of preceding reward histories in non-human primates playing a zero-sum game. In their studies, a reward induced a response that decayed with a variable time constant that typically was longer than the inter-trial interval (Seo and Lee, 2007; Bernacchia et al., 2011) . Errors or the lack of reward has also been shown to have lasting effects on ACC neural dynamics (Narayanan and Laubach, 2008 ). The present results were similar in that the eFSR was essentially a latent state representation of multiple past outcomes, but differed in that the eFSR emerged only while the rat maintained an NP and vanished as soon as the feedback scent was delivered.
This latent state representation had the interesting property that it scaled with the ''unexpectedness'' of the outcome. The reason for this relates to the fact that the subset of neurons analyzed in Figures 4, 5 , and 6 exhibited very divergent responses to the two feedback scents and the eFSR came to more closely resemble either the R or NR feedback scent response based on the recent reward history ( Figure 5C ). As a result, outcomes that were strongly ''expected'' were necessarily those associated with more extreme (i.e., more R-versus NR-like) ensemble activity state patterns. The largest shifts in ensemble activity therefore occurred on incongruent trials preceded by many outcomes of a given type because the ensemble shifted from one extreme state throughout the trial to the alternative extreme state at the time of feedback.
The interaction between the representation of expected (i.e., the eFSR) and the actual (i.e., the FSR) outcomes on incongruent trials is consistent with a prediction error signal. Past studies have provided evidence of prediction error signals at the level of single ACC neurons (e.g., Amiez et al., 2005; Matsumoto et al., 2007; Seo and Lee, 2007; Bryden et al., 2011; Hayden et al., 2011) . However, prediction error signaling has been far more extensively characterized in the case of dopamine neurons (Schultz, Dayan, and Montague, 1997; Tian et al., 2016; Nasser et al., 2017) . Dopamine neurons are thought to generate signed prediction errors because they uniformly fire more to outcomes that are better than expected and less to outcomes that are worse than expected. Recent evidence suggests that multiple brain regions provide information about predicted outcomes to dopamine neurons (Tian et al., 2016) , but this information is nevertheless only revealed at the time of the feedback. Individual ACC neurons can generate signed prediction errors in this manner (Kennerley et al., 2011) , but this is rare. Instead, ACC neurons typically fired more or less to rewarded or unrewarded outcomes, but they did so consistently at a given port. The same or other ACC neurons were more or less active throughout a trial, but whichever pattern of activity they exhibited depended on the preceding trial history. Given this profile and the fact that ACC neurons encode a vast array of other types of information, dedicated ''prediction error'' ACC neurons are likely not what is generating the strong, coherent signal underlying the FN. Furthermore, at the ensemble level, responses did not uniformly increase or decrease for unexpectedly ''good'' versus unexpectedly ''bad'' outcomes but only conveyed information that the trial was R or NR, regardless of whether or not the particular outcome was unexpected. The ensemble response at the time of the outcome was therefore neither a signed nor unsigned prediction error. Rather, an unsigned prediction error was generated when the ensembles shifted from encoding the predicted outcome throughout a trial to the actual outcome at the time of feedback. This is therefore a critical difference between error signaling in dopamine neurons and the ACC: in dopamine neurons, a signed prediction error is encoded as variations in firing at the time of the outcome based on the degree to which the outcome is unexpected, whereas in the ACC, a prediction error is created by a shift in ensemble dynamics between two relatively stable states representing expected and actual outcomes.
The present data were collected using the same task in which a local field potential (LFP) was recorded (Warren et al., 2015) that exhibited properties consistent with the FN observed in the EEG of humans (Holroyd et al., 2009; HajiHosseini and Holroyd, 2015) .
The shift in ensemble dynamics observed in the present study occurred at the same point in the trial ($200-400 ms after scent onset) as the LFPs most strongly differentiated unexpected R and NR outcomes in Warren et al. (2015) . Therefore, a parsimonious interpretation would be that the FN at least partially reflects the shift in ensemble dynamics described above. However, the LFP in Warren et al. (2015) peaked at 0.09 ± 0.01 mV after the NR feedback scent when a port paid out at 75%, whereas it peaked at À0.11 ± 0.04 mV after the R feedback scent when the same port paid out at 25%. Since the directionality differed consistently for outcomes that were unexpectedly ''good'' versus unexpectedly ''bad,'' the LFPs had properties consistent with a signed prediction error signal. It is currently unclear as to why signed prediction errors were observed in the LFPs, but not at the level of the ensembles. This could be because the ensembles were too small to recapitulate the more widespread network dynamics underlying LFPs. Alternatively, critical information may have been carried by fibers that could not be captured using tetrode recordings. Specifically, Holroyd et al. (2008) predicted that dopamine axons to the ACC may enhance or inhibit locally generated unsigned prediction errors to unexpected reward or non-reward, respectively. In this view, dopamine inputs to ACC may transform unsigned prediction error signals in the ACC into the signed FN detected at the scalp, a possibility that can be tested in future studies. Meanwhile, the mechanistic account of how ACC neurons represent expectations and outcomes described here provides a framework for establishing realistic, cellular-based theories and models of the ACC and the FN.
STAR+METHODS
Detailed methods are provided in the online version of this paper and include the following: Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, James M. Hyman (james.hyman@unlv.edu).
EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS
Five male Long-Evans rats (450-550 g) were housed in a facility with 12hr light-dark cycle, with all training and recording taking place during the light cycle. For the duration of the behavioral experiments, the rats were food-restricted to just below 90% of their freefeeding weights. Feeding took place in the home cage after their daily training/recording sessions, and water was available ad libitum in the cages at all times. All procedures were carried out in accordance with the Canadian Council of Animal Care and the Animal Care Committee at the University of British Columbia.
METHOD DETAILS
Stereotaxic Implants
Stereotaxic surgeries were performed using sterilized-tip procedures. NSAIDs analgesic, antibiotic, and a local anesthetic, were given before incision. An elliptical-shaped craniotomy was made, centered at: AP: +3.2mm and spanning ML: ± 0.5mm. Once the dura mater was retracted, the bottoms of the two bundles of 8, 30-gauge tubes, containing a total of 16 tetrodes were placed bilaterally immediately beside the central sinus, touching the cortical surface. Each bundle had a cylindrical shape with bottom radius $.4mm, and were angled by $10 degrees. The implants were fixed with bone screws and dental acrylic. All tetrodes were extended $.7mm into the brain at the end of the surgery. After 10d of recovery, the tetrodes were advanced ventrally into the ACC. Once all tetrodes were placed into the dorsal ACC according to lowering records and atlas coordinates, small adjustments were made with hyperdrives to maximize the number of neurons recorded.
Data Acquisition
An EIB-36TT board (Neuralynx, Bozeman, MT, USA) was connected to the extracellular electrodes and plugged into HS-36 headstages and tether cables (Neuralynx, Bozeman, MT). Signals were converted by a Digital Lynx 64 channel system (Neuralynx, Bozeman, MT) and sent to a PC workstation where electrophysiological and behavioral data were read into Cheetah 5.0 software (Neuralynx, Bozeman, MT). Files were then read into Offline Sorter (Plexon, Dallas, TX) for spike sorting, based on visually dissociable clusters in 3D projections along multiple axes for each electrode of a tetrode (peak and valley amplitudes, peak-to-valley ratio, principal components, and area). Sorting was confirmed by examining auto-and cross-correlations, and ANOVAs were conducted from the 2D and 3D projections. Spike timestamps were then read into MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, MA) for all further analysis.
Behavioral Training and Task
The behavioral task was identical to the one used in Warren et al. (2015) , except a probability reversal was introduced as described below. All rats were initially trained to perform a NP and maintain it for a minimum of 1 s. NP responses were measured by a photocell located just inside ($5mm) the opening of each NP port. During these training sessions and all subsequent sessions, one of two scents was forced into the port while the NP was maintained. The animals had no preference for either scent prior to training and scents were counter-balanced across rats, but for each rat one scent always signaled that a reward would be delivered 1 s later whereas the other scent indicated no reward would be delivered. The two feedback scents were 100% predictive of an outcome. In order to ensure that no port became scented, the scents were always simultaneously delivered to all ports and an air puff was REAGENT forced through all ports during the inter-trial interval. During the initial training period, the rewarded scent (and the food pellet reward) was delivered on 87.5% of trials. Rats continued to perform this task until they were able to average 3 trials per minute for two consecutive sessions. Following surgery and recovery, the animals were given more of these sessions until criterion levels of responding returned. Sessions involving differential reward probabilities at the 3 NP ports (25%, 50%, 75%) then commenced. On each of these sessions one of the three NP ports was randomly selected and the light over that port was illuminated. The animal was then required to poke their nose into the corresponding port for 1 s. If the animal withdrew from the port prior to 1 s, the NP needed to be re-initiated to complete the trial. Following a successful NP, one of two feedback scents was pumped directly into the port for 1 s and again each scent was 100% predictive of its associated outcome. For all recording sessions analyzed in this paper, port probabilities were initially set to the same probabilities as at the conclusion of the previous session. During each session, the 'stationary port' was one in which 50% of trials were always reinforced throughout the entire session. The other two ports, hereafter termed the 'reversal ports', started with either 25% or 75% reward probabilities that were reversed after completion of $25-30 trials per port (determined at random with uniform probabilities). The sessions continued for another $40-80 trials per port. A total of 16 reversal sessions from 5 subjects were analyzed.
Histological Procedures
At the end of the studies, the animals were deeply anesthetized using urethane i.p. injection, and a 100 mA current was passed through the electrodes for 30 s. Animals were then perfused with a solution containing 250ml 10% buffered formalin, 10ml glacial acetic acid, and 10 g of potassium ferrocyanide. This solution causes a Prussian blue reaction, which marks with blue the location of the iron particles deposited by passing current through the electrodes. The brains were then removed and stored in a 10% buffered formalin/20% sucrose solution for at least 1 week, before being sliced and mounted to determine precise electrode tracks. Since multiple sessions were recorded from individual animals the precise recording locations could not be derived from electrode lesions, but all electrode tracks were inferred between the entrance point and the dyed spot. All tracks ended within the medial frontal cortex with the vast majority of tracks limited to the ACC and a minority extending into dorsal region of the prelimbic cortex ( Figure 1B ).
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Identifying the behavioral switch point (BSP) For the detection of the behavioral switch point (BSP), the analysis was restricted only to NR trials. Differences in NP withdrawal times were examined on these trials based upon the prevailing payout probability for each port. We separated the NP period on each trial into 25 ms bins and each bin was assigned a 1 if the animal broke the photobeam during that period or a 0 if they did not. Animals would typically make numerous photobeam breaks on each trial as they moved slightly into and out of the port. The time of last NP exit on each trial was used as the NP withdrawal time. The cumulative sum of the normalized withdrawal times at each port were then calculated yielding two vectors (one for each reversal port). We then searched the cumulative withdrawal times for local maxima at the 75/25 port and local minima at the 25/75 port. The BSP was defined as the first time after the experimenter-defined switch point (ESP) when a local maxima and minima occurred at the two reversal ports within 5 trials of each other.
Neural Data Processing
All analyses were conducted in MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, MA) using custom written scripts. A total of 762 neurons were recording from 5 rats during 16 task sessions. One session was excluded because the BSP occurred so late in the session that there were too few post-BSP trials to analyze. This left us with 708 cells recorded over 15 sessions from 5 rats. The number of spikes in 200ms time bins were calculated in the period starting 3 s prior to the NP and extending until the time of the outcome, 1 s after the onset of the feedback scent.
Generalized linear model of expectancy A generalized linear model (GLM) was used to identify 'expectancy'-related units using the glmfit command in MATLAB assuming a poisson distribution of spike counts, a log link function, and p < 0.01. The predictor variable was a vector of NP withdrawal times during all NR trials at the reversal ports while the response variable was the spike counts obtained during the 1 s NP period on each of the corresponding trials. Thus, the behavioral predictor variable was obtained from a completely separate period of time from the response variable. This ensured the response variable did not reflect motor, sensory, or outcome-related activity during the feedback scent period. Neurons were considered as possessing an 'expectancy' signal if the GLM indicated a significant relationship between withdrawal times and NP spike counts on NR trials.
Support vector machine decoding
Support vector machine (SVM) classification was used to determine the degree to which activity during the NP period resembled activity associated with the R and NR feedback scents. The two training sets were constructed from the spike counts (500ms bin) of all GLM-significant neurons recorded during the first 500ms period that the R-associated (class 1) or NR-associated (class 2) feedback scents were delivered into the ports. The test set was either the spike counts of the neurons in the first 500ms period of the NP at a given port (Figure 5 ) or the feedback scent on the trials excluded from the training set ( Figure 6 ). The SVM was trained using fitcsvm in MATLAB (2 nd degree polynomial, outlier fraction = 0.25) and the test set was classified using predict on the model derived from fitcsvm and transformed to posterior probabilities using fitPosterior. A resultant posterior probability value > .5 corresponded to an 'R' classification whereas a posterior value < .5 corresponded to an 'NR' classification. The designation of trial outcomes did not involve SVM classification but was simply a matrix of 1's and 0's based on whether a trial was rewarded or not rewarded respectively. Four-trial moving averages of the SVM posterior probabilities and the binary trial outcome vectors were then calculated and compared using Spearman's rank correlation. To assess the significance of this correlation we constructed empirical distributions for each port, by using the exact same data, but by randomizing R and NR labels in the training sets (1000 bootstrap permutations). We then constructed a distribution of these R 2 values and examined where the actual R 2 value fell. The relationship between the SVM posterior probability and trial outcome vector was considered significant if its R 2 value was at or above the 95 th percentile of this empirical bootstrap distribution.
To examine history effects on SVM decoding we grouped trials in the 8 categories described earlier (1R, 2R, 3R, > 3R, 1NR, 2NR, 3NR, > 3NR) and then took the mean posterior probability for each ensemble from all trials of each type. We then used a single factor ANOVA to compare for effects of number of consecutive trials on mean SVM posterior probability.
DATA AND SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY
Analysis-specific code and datasets are available by request to the Lead Contact: james.hyman@unlv.edu.
